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Aims & Objectives

By the end of this session you should:

Be familiar with the Lester Dent approach to 

writing short fiction.

Have seen how Lester Dent’s ideas can be 

adapted to a range of genres.
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“No yarn of mine, 

written to the 

formula, has yet 

failed to sell.”

Lester Dent



Lester Dent

Dent, under the pseudonym 
Kenneth Robeson, created 
and wrote 159 of the hugely 
successful Doc Savage 
stories. 

Aside from being a prolific 
author, Dent also compiled the 
Lester Dent approach to short 
fiction writing.

The Lester Dent formula has 
been championed by 
successful authors including 
Michael Moorcock. 



The Formula

Split your six-thousand-word 
story up into four fifteen 
hundred word parts. 

Part one, hit your hero with a 
heap of trouble. 

Part two, double it. 

Part three, put him in so much 
trouble there's no way he 
could ever possibly get out of 
it... 

Part four – the successful 
resolution.



4 Things
1. A different murder method 
for the villain to use.

2. A different thing for the 
villain to be seeking.

3. A different locale. 

4. A menace which is to hang 
like a cloud over the hero.

One of these DIFFERENT 
things would be nice, two 
better, three swell. It may help 
if they are fully in mind before 
tackling the rest.

Lester Dent





5 SuperGenres

• Adventure

• Erotica

• Horror

• Mystery

• Romance



Horror

• Split your six-thousand-word 
story up into four fifteen 
hundred word parts. 

• Part one, hit your hero with a 
heap of trouble. 

• Part two, double it. 

• Part three, put him in so 
much trouble there's no way he 
could ever possibly get out of 
it... 

• Part four – the successful 
resolution.

Split your story into four even 
parts. 

Part one, hit your hero with a 
heap of trouble. 

Part two, double it. 

Part three, put him in so much 
trouble there's no way he 
could ever possibly get out of 
it... 

Part four – the successful 
resolution.

Adventure



Horror

• Split your six-thousand-word 
story up into four fifteen 
hundred word parts. 

• Part one, hit your hero with a 
heap of trouble. 

• Part two, double it. 

• Part three, put him in so 
much trouble there's no way he 
could ever possibly get out of 
it... 

• Part four – the successful 
resolution.

1. A different murder method 
for the villain to use.

2. A different thing for the 
villain to be seeking.

3. A different locale. 

4. A menace which is to hang 
like a cloud over the hero.

One of these DIFFERENT 
things would be nice, two 
better, three swell. It may help 
if they are fully in mind before 
tackling the rest.

Lester Dent

4 Things



Horror
Split your story into four even 
parts. 

Part one, introduce your hero 
to a scary monster. 

Part two, make the monster 
twice as menacing. 

Part three, make the monster 
so menacing it looks set to kill, 
maim and destroy 
everyone/thing…

Part four – the successful 
resolution.



Horror
1. A different method of attack 
for the monster to use. Or a 
different type of monster.

2. A different thing for the 
monster to be seeking.

3. A different locale. 

4. A menace which is to hang 
like a cloud over the hero.

Horror



Mystery
Split your story into four even 
parts. 

Part one, hit your hero with a 
puzzle. 

Part two, make the puzzle 
complex. 

Part three, make the puzzle 
appear to be as unsolvable . 

Part four – the successful 
resolution.



Mystery
1. A different type of detective.

2. A different thing for the 
detective to be seeking.

3. A different locale. 

4. A subplot which is to hang 
like a cloud over the hero.

Mystery



Romance

Split your story into four even 
parts. 

Part one, put your hero in love. 

Part two, make it so the lovers 
can’t be together. 

Part three, have them try to be 
together but realise it’s 
impossible.

Part four – the successful 
resolution.



Romance

1. A different type of attraction.

2. A different reason for the 
lovers to be separated.

3. A different locale. 

4. A threat of separation which 
is to hang like a cloud over the 
hero.

one, hit your hero with a heap

Romance



Erotica
Split your story into four even 

parts. 

Part one, put your hero in an 

arousing situation. 

Part two, double the arousal. 

Part three, make the arousal so 

intense it is beyond 

unbearable... 

Part four – the successful 

resolution.



Erotica
1. A different murder method 
for the villain to use.

2. A different thing for the 
villain to be seeking.

3. A different locale. 

4. A menace which is to hang 
like a cloud over the hero.





Some of its Parts

Part One

1 First line, or as near thereto as possible, 

introduce the hero and swat him with a fistful 

of trouble. Hint at a mystery, a menace or a 

problem to be solved--something the hero 

has to cope with.



Part One

2 The hero pitches in to cope with his fistful 

of trouble. (He tries to fathom the mystery, 

defeat the menace, or solve the problem.)



Part One

3 Introduce ALL the other characters as 

soon as possible. Bring them on in action.



Part One

4 Hero's endeavours land him in an actual 

physical conflict near the end of the first 

part.



Part One

5 Near the end of the first part, there is a 

complete surprise twist in the plot 

development.



Part One

SO FAR: Does it have SUSPENSE?

Is there a MENACE threatening the hero?

Does everything happen logically?



Part Two

1 Shovel more grief onto the hero.

2 Hero, being heroic, struggles, and his 

struggles lead up to:

3 Another physical conflict.

4 A surprising plot twist to end Part Two.



Part Two

NOW: Does second part have SUSPENSE?

Does the MENACE grow like a black cloud?

Is the hero getting it in the neck?

Is the second part logical?



Part Three

1 Shovel the grief onto the hero.

2 Hero makes some headway, and corners 

the villain or somebody in:

3 A physical conflict.

4 A surprising plot twist, in which the hero 

preferably gets it in the neck bad, to end this 

part.



Part Three

DOES it still have SUSPENSE?

Is the MENACE getting blacker?

Is the hero finds himself in a hell of a fix?

Is it all happening logically?



Notes from Dent

ACTION: Vivid, swift, no words wasted. 

Create suspense, make the reader see and 

feel the action.

ATMOSPHERE: Hear, smell, see, feel and 

taste.

DESCRIPTION: Trees, wind, scenery and 

water.

THE SECRET OF ALL WRITING IS TO 

MAKE EVERY WORD COUNT.



The Final Quarter

1 Shovel the difficulties more thickly upon 

the hero.



The Final Quarter

2 Get the hero almost buried in his troubles. 

(Figuratively, the villain has him prisoner and 

has him framed for a murder rap; the girl is 

presumably dead, everything is lost, and the 

DIFFERENT murder method is about to 

dispose of the suffering protagonist.)



The Final Quarter

3 The hero extricates himself using HIS 

OWN SKILL, training or brawn.



The Final Quarter

4 The mysteries remaining--one big one 

held over to this point will help grip interest--

are cleared up in course of final conflict as 

hero takes the situation in hand.



The Final Quarter

5 Final twist, a big surprise, (This can be the 

villain turning out to be the unexpected 

person, having the "Treasure" be a dud, 

etc.)



The Final Quarter

6 The snapper, the punch line to end it.



The Final Quarter

Has the suspense held out to the last line?

Has the MENACE held out to the last?

Has everything been explained?

Did it all happen logically?

Is the Punch Line enough to leave the 

reader with that WARM FEELING?

Did God kill the villain? Or the hero?
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